
That Time of the Year Again! 

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN (EASTERN, 

NORTHERN & SOUTHERN) FRONT1 

Typically summers are a quiet period for financial markets as 

portfolio managers, traders, analysts and investors of all levels 

take time off and, as a result, market activity tends to slow. But 

this year took ‘slow’ to a new speed as financial market volatility 

continued to hit record lows over the last three months (ended 

September 30), as the S&P 500 index saw just eight days with 

moves of +/- 1% so far this year (lowest to this point of the year 

since 1972). Interestingly, this low level of volatility occurred 

despite the civil unrest seen in the United States during protests 

in Charlottesville, Virginia, a spate of natural disasters in North 

America, spanning wildfires in Alberta and California, 

earthquakes in Mexico, hurricanes in the Caribbean and along the 

coast of Florida, and, perhaps most alarmingly, the continued 

military rhetoric and action from North Korea.2  
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...THIS YEAR HAS TAKEN ‘SLOW’ TO A NEW 
SPEED ... 

“
 

All Quiet on the Western (Eastern, Northern & Southern) Front 

THE TIMES THEY ARE A’CHANGING 

2017 has seen record lows in terms of market activity, atypical, 

when compared to the backdrop of turmoil and uncertainty. 

Meanwhile, at home, as the weather cools, it’s time to dust off 

some year-end tax strategies. 

1Source: Guardian Capital LP—Economic Outlook, Third Quarter 2017 

2Source: Guardian Capital Advisors, Q3 2017—“To Hedge or Not to Hedge, that is the Question”  
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ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN (EASTERN, NORTHERN & SOUTHERN) FRONT ...continued 

EQUITY MARKETS REMAIN RESILIENT 

In spite of these events equity markets remained 

resilient throughout the quarter as revenue and 

earnings growth for large corporations in developed 

markets remained strong, and showed some signs of 

accelerating. The price of economically-linked 

commodities rallied in step, with West Texas crude oil 

gaining 12% and copper rising 9%. In fact, domestic 

economic strength prompted the Bank of Canada (BOC) 

to increase their base interest rate for the first time in 

seven years in July and then again a mere eight weeks 

later in September.  

The third quarter also saw steady gains in local currency 

terms across all major developed regions. The domestic 

TSX Composite price index managed to reverse its losses 

from the second quarter, to post a total return of 3.7% 

due to strength in the Energy, Materials and Financials 

sectors. Shaking off international and domestic political 

tensions, the U.S. markets managed to build further 

upon their eight-year rally, with the S&P 500 total 

return index rising another 4.5% in U.S. dollar terms. 

Finally, European and Asian markets continued their 

strong ascent, with the MSCI EAFE posting a strong 5.4% 

total return in Q3 in U.S. dollar terms, bringing year-to-

date return to an impressive 20.3%.  

For Canadian investors, however, foreign returns were 

impinged upon by the notable strength in the Canadian 

dollar which gained 4.0% versus its U.S. counterpart 

and, as a result, reduced the S&P 500 total returns in the 

quarter to just 0.5% in Canadian dollar terms, and the 

MSCI EAFE total return performance to just 1.4% 

(Canadian). 

Bank of Canada interest rate increases during the 

quarter served as headwinds to the domestic fixed 

income market. As a result, the yield curve flattened 

fairly substantially, with bonds of short duration moving 

higher in yield while comparable longer-dated bonds 

moved higher in price.  

FIRST EXPANSION UPTICK SINCE 2010 

While Fixed Income markets saw some headwinds, 

globally the macro economic backdrop appears to be 

improving across the board. In fact the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) over the summer revised its 

estimates of world economic growth — and in contrast 

to what we have seen over the last decade; the revisions 

were to the upside. As it currently stands, global real 

GDP growth is expected to accelerate in 2017 — the first 

uptick in the rate of expansion of the world economy 

since 2010. A big reason for this upward trajectory is the 

fact that just as this economic expansion finishes 

celebrating its eighth birthday, more countries are 

joining the party. All 45 major economies tracked by the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development are projected to grow in 2017, the first 

time there has been such a degree of synchronized 

growth in a decade. Moreover, of the 191 economies 

tracked by the IMF, 179 are projected to expand this 

year, also the highest share in a decade — and that tally 

is expected to continue to increase next year. 

But of course, while this broad-based improvement is a 

positive development and should be supportive of 

continued corporate earnings growth, the fact of the 

matter is that the rate of acceleration in global growth is 

likely to be fairly tepid by historical standards. Absent 

some sort of catalyst to drive a productivity surge, it is 

highly unlikely that we will return to the growth rates 

seen during the Tech Boom of the 1990s in the 

foreseeable future.  

 

   ...SHAKING OFF INTERNATIONAL AND 
DOMESTIC POLITICAL TENSIONS… 
“
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Nobody likes to think about taxes at any time during the 

year. however, if there is ever an optimal time to spend a 

few minutes on this topic, the last few months of the 

year are often the best time to do so. That’s because 

there are a number of strategies, savings programs and 

incentives available to Canadians that should be 

considered before the end of the calendar year. 

WITHDRAWING FROM YOUR TAX-FREE SAVINGS ACCOUNT (TFSA)  

You may consider doing this if you think you may spend 

a lot of money over the holidays. In fact, a recent report 

by accounting firm PWC predicted that Canadian 

consumers will spend an average of $1,507 this holiday 

season, with the majority of spending being on travel 

and gifts. As a result, you may want to withdraw money 

from your TFSA before year-end. That’s because 

amounts withdrawn from your TFSA are not added to 

your contribution room until the beginning of the next 

calendar year following the withdrawal. If you 

implement this strategy before year-end, you can 

contribute at least $5,500 (plus the amount you 

withdrew from your TFSA in 2017) in 2018.  

CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR REGISTERED EDUCATION SAVINGS 
PROGRAM (RESP) 

RESP beneficiaries are eligible to receive a maximum of 

$7,200 through the basic Canada Education Savings 

Grant (CESG), which provides 20 cents on every dollar 

you contribute, up to a maximum of $500 on an annual 

contribution of $2,500. If you did not contribute to an 

RESP last year, then December 31, 2017, is the last day 

you can contribute and receive the CESG for 2016. Note 

that in this case, a contribution of $5,000/beneficiary 

would have to be made by December 31, 2017, in order 

to receive the government maximum CESG of 20%.   

CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR FAVORITE CHARITY 

If you (or your spouse) have not made a charitable 

contribution since 2007 you may be classified as a first-

time donor, entitling you to a super credit—a credit that 

will expire after the 2017 tax year.  

The 2013 Federal Budget introduced this credit for first-

time donors. It supplements the existing charitable 

donation tax credit with an additional 25% tax credit on 

up to $1,000 in cash donations, and entitles donors to a 

40% federal tax credit on donations of $200 or less, and 

a 54% federal credit for the portion of donations that 

exceeds $200.  

It should be noted, the 2017 Budget confirmed that due 

to low take-up, small average amounts donated, and “the 

overall generosity of existing tax assistance for 

charitable donations”, the super credit will be allowed to 

expire at the end of the year.  

 

THAT TIME OF THE YEAR AGAIN! 

   NO-ONE LIKES TO THINK ABOUT TAXES ... “
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THAT TIME OF THE YEAR AGAIN ...continued 

IMPORTANT DATES OCTOBER 31, 2017 

Hallowe’en  

NOVEMBER 11, 2017 

Rembrance Day 

The opinions expressed are those of the owners and writers only. The information contained herein is general in nature and is provided with the understanding that it 

may not be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the rendering of tax, legal, accounting, or professional advice. Readers should consult their own subject matter 

experts for advice on the specific circumstances before taking any action. This information has been obtained from sources, which we believe to be reliable, but we 

cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Worldsource Financial Management Inc. does not assume any liability for any inaccuracies in the information 

provided. There may be commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses associated with mutual fund investments. Mutual funds are not 

guaranteed or covered by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or by another government deposit insurer. For funds other than money market funds, unit values 

change frequently. For money market funds, there can be no assurances that a fund will be able to maintain its net asset value per security at a constant amount or 

that the full amount of your investment in a fund will be returned to you. Past performance may not be repeated. Please read the prospectus before investing. 

NOVEMBER 5, 2017 

Daylight Savings Ends 

CREATE PENSION INCOME AND REALIZE A TAX CREDIT  

If you are over age 65 you can claim a tax credit on the 

first $2,000 of pension income from a company pension 

plan or from your RIF. One strategy you may want to 

consider entails transferring enough from your RSP 

(about $50,000) to a RIF in order to create a RIF 

minimum payment of $2,000.  

DID YOUR CHILD MOVE TO ATTEND SCHOOL? 

That day that you helped your child pack their 

belongings into the back of the family car may be 

deductible if your child had to move more than 40 

kilometers in order to attend a full time post-secondary 

institution. As a result, you may want to hang onto those 

receipts as your child will be able to use them either in 

2017 or in 2018, if the cost of all these expenses cannot 

be used in the current year.  

TAX LOSS SELLING 

If you have already realized capital gains this year, you 

may want to realize a capital loss by selling an 

investment(s) that has an unrealized capital loss 

attached to it. This strategy allows you the opportunity 

to reduce taxes payable on capital gains in 2017, as well 

as gains realized over the previous three taxation years. 

In addition to being allowed to carry capital losses back 

three years (note:  this can be accomplished by filing 

CRA Form T1A,) capital losses may also be carried 

forward indefinitely. 

 

While your time is always at a premium and there is 

never an optimal time to sit down and consider your tax 

situation, doing so now can help to ensure that the 

holidays are as peaceful and fun-filled as they are 

intended to be and you can enter 2018 knowing you 

have done your utmost to ensure for a successful 

financial transition to the Year of the Dog (according to 

the Chinese calendar).  


